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Why ADR must be a mandatory subject in the 
law degree: A cheat sheet for the willing and a 
primer for the non-believer 
James Duffy and Rachael Field* 
The profession of law is deeply steeped in tradition and conservatism, which 
influences the content and pedagogy employed in law faculties across 
Australia. Indeed, the practice of law and the institutions of legal education 
are in a relationship of mutual influence; a dénouement which preserves the 
best aspects of the common law legal system, but also leaves the way we 
educate, practice and think about the role of law resistant to change. In this 
article, the authors lay down a challenge to legal education orthodoxy and a 
call to arms for legal academic progressivists: that alternative dispute 
resolution (ADR) should be a compulsory, stand alone subject in the law 
degree. The authors put forward 10 simple arguments as to why every law 
student should be exposed to a semester-long course of ADR instruction.  
INTRODUCTION 
If one accepts the centrality of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) processes to current legal 
practice, then the majority of law schools throughout Australia are fundamentally failing future legal 
practitioners. ADR subjects are most frequently offered as a stand-alone elective subject in the law 
degree, often delivered in the final year of study. This approach highlights the embarrassing 
disconnect between the prevalence of ADR in legal practice and the scarcity of ADR instruction for 
law students. The issues raised in this article are relevant to legal practice, as much as they are to the 
legal academy – legal practitioners have a vested interest in the knowledge and skill set that new 
graduates should have upon entering the profession. If an ADR subject is not a mandatory component 
of the law degree in Australia, it is possible that law students may become legal practitioners without 
ever learning that legal disputes can be resolved effectively outside of the courtroom. Until ADR is 
made a mandatory subject in the law degree, the majority of Australian law schools are implicitly 
accepting that tomorrow’s lawyer does not necessarily need to know about negotiation, mediation, 
conciliation or arbitration. The legal academy and the profession, collectively, should feel 
uncomfortable with this outcome. 
The purpose of this article is to put forward 10 strong reasons why ADR must be a compulsory 
subject in the law degree. It is hoped that this preliminary list will stimulate debate in law schools 
around Australia about the place of ADR in the undergraduate legal curriculum. The title of this 
article adumbrates the intention, first, to synthesise arguments in favour of mandatory ADR 
instruction for the believers and, secondly, to convince the non-believers that a law school without 
compulsory ADR instruction is an educational anachronism. 
(1) CURRENT TEACHING DOES NOT REFLECT LEGAL PRACTICE 
Given that ADR is the predominant way of resolving disputes in Australia (and worldwide), there is a 
need to reassess what we are teaching our law students (content) and how we are teaching them 
(pedagogy). Litigation is privileged as a dispute resolution tool in our law schools. The irony, 
however, is that the amount of time practitioners spend analysing judicial decisions is almost 
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inversely proportional to the number of disputes that are actually litigated.
1
 There is no other 
discipline that is prepared to tolerate such discrepancy between education and practice. 
It has been estimated that the number of commenced civil actions that culminate in adjudication 
is less than 5%.
2
 If one considers that many disputes are resolved without any recourse to the court 
system whatsoever, then the percentage of total disputes that are resolved through adjudication 
becomes infinitely smaller – a fraction of a per cent. This means that legal education’s almost 
exclusive focus on adjudicated matters presents a distorted image to law students as to how legal 
disputes are commonly resolved and the role of the legal practitioner in facilitating those resolutions. 
The substantive content, processes, decisions, outcomes, remedies and roles played in an adversarial 
setting are simply not present in the vast majority of resolved disputes. It is these very factors that are 
privileged in 21st century legal instruction in Australia. 
It is not the authors’ argument that the Australian legal curriculum requires complete overhaul. It 
is not suggested that 95% of a law degree should deal with ADR practice and procedure because this 
mirrors legal reality. Rather, of the 32 subjects that a law student needs to complete to graduate with 
an LLB, one of those subjects must be ADR. 
(2) PARTICIPATION IN ADR PROCESSES ARE MANDATORY UNDER CERTAIN 
LEGISLATION 
Law students need detailed instruction in ADR processes and principles because legislation makes 
ADR compulsory in a number of circumstances. A law school that does not include ADR as a 
mandatory subject does not prepare students for practice, where ADR can be mandatorily imposed 
upon the parties in dispute. According to authors like Boulle and Sourdin, the extent to which ADR 
processes are referred to in legislation, and the ability of the courts to refer parties to ADR represent 
an “institutionalisation” of ADR processes.3 ADR practice has become enmeshed with legal practice4 
so that the idea of ADR as an alternative to litigation is both a false dichotomy and a misnomer. 
Commonwealth, State and Territory legislation grants courts and tribunals the power to refer 
legal disputes to ADR processes – with or without the consent of the parties, depending on the 
circumstances. Another possibility is that parties are required to engage in an ADR process before 
filing a claim, so that no judicial discretion is involved at all. 
At the Commonwealth level, the Civil Dispute Resolution Act 2011 (Cth) was enacted to ensure 
that parties take genuine steps to resolve disputes before civil proceedings are instituted (s 3). In 
essence, this means that parties must (in good faith) engage in negotiation or a third party assisted 
ADR process before they are permitted to commence a civil action (s 4). Once a matter has 
commenced in a Federal Court, legislation covering the jurisdiction of that court will dictate how 
referrals to court-connected ADR can be made. For example, s 53A of the Federal Court of Australia 
Act 1976 (Cth) allows a court to refer a matter to mediation or arbitration. The referral to mediation 
can be made without the consent of the parties, but the referral to arbitration must be with the consent 
of the parties.  
At the State level, the power of courts to refer matters to ADR is recognised in a wide range of 
legislation. Using Queensland as an example, every court in the Queensland hierarchy has the power 
to refer legal matters to ADR, with very few limitations. Legislation read in conjunction with the 
Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 (Qld) provides that court-connected mediation can be ordered 
with or without the consent of the parties in the Supreme Court, District Court, Magistrates Court, and 
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the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
5
 Similar legislative provisions can be found in all 
other States and Territories in Australia. 
Whilst court-connected ADR raises normative philosophical questions about the importance of 
self determination and voluntariness to ADR processes, the practical implications are indisputable. 
Law students need to understand different ADR processes because as lawyers they will represent 
clients who are referred (mandatorily or otherwise) to ADR processes.  
(3) LAWYERS HAVE A DUTY TO ADVISE ABOUT ADR 
Duties arise for legal practitioners when they engage in an ADR process. The nature of these duties 
differs, depending on whether the legal practitioner is acting as a representative for a client, or 
actually facilitating an ADR process (that is, acting as a mediator or arbitrator). Technically, it could 
be argued that a legal practitioner who has no desire to engage in ADR in any capacity does not need 
to understand the nature of these duties. One duty that cannot be avoided, however, is the legal 
practitioner’s duty to advise a client about alternatives to litigation.6 
The source of this duty for solicitors is found in the recently implemented (1 June 2012) 
Australian Solicitors Conduct Rules (ASCR). Each State and Territory in Australia has adopted these 
rules in place of a pre-existing (State-specific) set of solicitors conduct rules. Rule 7.2 of the ASCR 
states: 
A solicitor must inform the client or the instructing solicitor about the alternatives to fully 
contested adjudication of the case which are reasonably available to the client, unless the 
solicitor believes on reasonable grounds that the client already has such an understanding of 
those alternatives as to permit the client to make decisions about the client’s best interests in 
relation to the litigation. 
A barrister’s duty to advise a client on alternatives to litigation is established through the 
Barristers’ Rules, implemented separately by the Bar Association of each State and Territory. The 
wording of this duty in nearly all of the sets of Barristers’ Rules is almost identical to that contained 
in the ASCR. As a consequence, every solicitor or barrister in Australia has a duty to advise a client 
on ADR measures that could be taken instead of (or in advance of) litigation. This duty might be 
characterised as a duty to act in the best interests of the client, or it may be thought of as a duty to the 
court and the administration of justice.
7
 If a lawyer has not been previously exposed to ADR 
instruction, it becomes impossible for him or her to meaningfully discharge this duty. At the very 
least, a legal practitioner must be able to identify the dispute resolution alternatives to litigation, the 
key characteristics of these different processes, and how well a particular dispute might be suited to a 
particular process – “fitting the forum to the fuss”.8  
(4) GOOD LAWYERS POSSESS EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND ADR INSTRUCTION 
INCREASES EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
Emotional intelligence is an important trait or ability for lawyers to possess because the lawyering 
role is people intensive. Lawyers spend more time communicating with people than they do analysing 
case law and legislation, so legal education must devote energy to improving the way law students 
interact with people. Mayer, Caruso and Salovey have suggested that: 
Emotional intelligence refers to an ability to recognize the meanings of emotions and their 
relationships, and to reason and problem-solve on the basis of them. Emotional intelligence is 
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involved in the capacity to perceive emotions, assimilate emotion-related feelings, 
understand the information of those emotions, and manage them.9 
Legal practitioners are better able to help their clients with conflict if they possess these abilities. 
Emotion may be the cause of conflict, the result of conflict or the reason why a conflict escalates. It 
stands to reason that there will be an emotional dimension to the resolution of a conflict. 
If the skills of legal reasoning and “thinking like a lawyer” promoted in legal education de-
emphasise the human element of a conflict
10
 and devalue the importance of emotion, then at some 
point in the law degree, we need to remind law students that these are primary considerations. It is 
arguable that current legal education thwarts emotional intelligence. The legal academy needs to 
consider whether the rational, logical, analytical, critical, pessimistic, risk-adverse traits that law 
school rewards, equip students to deal with the human interaction involved in being a lawyer. If these 
traits are not helpful (and if they are in some cases harmful) to social interaction, then they negatively 
impact upon a vital aspect of the legal role. Law schools must supplement these traits with skill sets 
and mindsets that increase the interpersonal and intrapersonal efficacy of law students. This is why 
ADR instruction is so important. 
The authors have previously argued that the use of experiential learning techniques utilised in 
ADR courses (such as negotiation and mediation role-plays and debriefing) reveals to students the 
emotion, psychology, perceptual error and judgmental bias that is inherent in human conflict.
11
 When 
law students engage in these simulated exercises, their interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences 
are activated and they begin to appreciate the value that empathy, warmth and genuineness may have 
to a simulated client or opponent. Students learn how conflict affects them personally and how self 
awareness and self regulation of emotion are important to their future practice of the law. They are 
asked to embrace the human dynamic, acknowledge the interplay between the cognitive and the 
affective, and appreciate the agency that an emotionally intelligent lawyer has to improve the lives of 
their clients. 
(5) LAWYERS NEED TO UNDERSTAND ABOUT THE NATURE AND THEORY OF 
CONFLICT 
Lawyers have a role to play before the complexity of a dispute is (often) artificially reduced into a 
legal cause of action or defence. By virtue of their own education and experience, legal educators are 
prone to overemphasising the importance of law to the resolution of conflict. This phenomenon is 
analogous to looking through a pair of binoculars the wrong way: a bigger picture (conflict) is 
artificially reduced to something less (legal causes of action), and the ability to perceive relationship, 
cause and effect and possibility is dampened through tunnel vision. 
Helping clients with their conflict is at the heart of the lawyer’s role. ADR instruction is 
important because most (if not all) ADR courses analyse what conflict actually is, and how it might 
be sensibly managed to the client’s benefit. It is often desirable for a conflict to be resolved, but 
sometimes it is appropriate for conflict to be escalated and sometimes it is impossible to resolve a 
conflict. Most clients will present to lawyers with a dispute – a manifestation of conflict. Legal 
education without ADR instruction teaches students how to manage a dispute according to legal 
rights and entitlements. This by itself is a narrow (and often clumsy) way of managing conflict. ADR 
instruction allows law students to appreciate that conflict may also be managed around power, 
interests and extra-legal considerations. Moore’s “triangle of satisfaction” demonstrates to students 
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that people have substantive, procedural and emotional interests that are relevant to a conflict and 
these all impact upon the appropriate form of dispute resolution undertaken.
12
 Legal education 
without exposure to ADR focuses almost exclusively upon the substantive needs of a party, and 
ignores the procedural and emotional interests that a party may have in a dispute. 
Analysis of appellate court decisions does not teach a law student how or why a conflict may 
have arisen in the first place. There is no consideration as to how the conflict matured into a dispute, 
and why it ultimately ended up before a court as opposed to being negotiated between the parties. A 
lawyer is often asked to help a client with a dispute when the conflict is still live, alterable and 
malleable.
13
 ADR pedagogies (role plays and case studies) take students “beyond the appellate case 
and fixed facts to the more realistic human dynamics of fluid and differently experienced ‘facts’”.14 
Through these ADR exercises, students begin to appreciate what a person might need to think, see or 
hear in order to help them resolve a conflict or dispute. It becomes obvious that conflict is a multi-
faceted phenomenon that is subjectively perceived, and that if a lawyer is going to help a client with 
their conflict, then a narrow focus on legal rights and entitlements may not aid in conflict resolution. 
(6) TEACHING ADR SUPPORTS LAW STUDENTS’ PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING 
In both Australia and in the United States, it is now well understood that law students experience a 
significant rise in the symptoms of psychological distress (compared with levels in the general 
population) beginning in the first year of law school. This psychological distress persists throughout 
the law degree and follows students into their professional careers. Symptoms of psychological 
distress include depression, obsessive compulsive behaviour, feelings of inadequacy and inferiority, 
anxiety, hostility, paranoia, social alienation and isolation.
15
 
Recent research conducted at The University of Melbourne indicates that there is something 
specific about being at law school and experiencing legal education in its current form that is an 
important causal factor.
 
A large body of literature suggests that many students experience law school 




The teaching of ADR is a specific strategy for increasing the psychological well-being of law 
students. The 2009 Brain and Mind Research Institute (BMRI) report into the incidence and attitudes 
towards depression in Australian law students and legal practitioners, specifically recommended a 
greater emphasis in the legal curriculum on positive and collaborative lawyering through less 
adversarial approaches to legal problems and problem-solving.
17
 In 2010, Field was awarded an 
Australian Learning and Teaching Council Teaching Fellowship to consider how the law curriculum 
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might be harnessed in order to promote law students’ psychological well-being.18 This Fellowship has 
established that the teaching of dispute resolution should be increased in Australian law schools 
because to do so is a positive strategy for addressing law students’ psychological distress. The 
Fellowship has built on the previous work of Howieson and Ford, who showed that teaching dispute 
resolution at law school can contribute to the mental well-being of students through heightening their 
sense of belonging at law school and promoting higher levels of student engagement.
19
 In 2011, 
Howieson further found that the way dispute resolution is taught – commonly through experiential 
exercises such as role-plays – creates a high level of interaction with other law students in the 
classroom. Enjoyment of this interaction was found to be a statistically significant predictor of law 
student mental well-being.
20
 Law student psychological distress is such an important issue that, given 
the link between ADR instruction and improved psychological well-being, ADR should be a 
compulsory subject in the law degree. 
(7) IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SATISFY THE THRESHOLD LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR LAW 
WITHOUT EXPOSING STUDENTS TO ADR INSTRUCTION 
Australian legal education providers now have Threshold Learning Outcomes (TLOs) to guide 
standards when developing the structure and content of the Bachelor of Laws and Juris Doctor (JD) 
programs.
21
 The TLOs – which are consistent with developments internationally in legal education, as 
well as the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) – have been endorsed by the Council of 
Australian Law Deans (CALD),
22
 and have received extensive support across the Australian legal 
academy and the legal profession.  
The TLOs cover the areas of: knowledge (TLO 1), ethics and professional responsibility 
(TLO 2), thinking skills (TLO 3), research skills (TLO 4), communication and collaboration (TLO 5), 
and self-management (TLO 6). They are accompanied by a set of Explanatory Notes that offer 
assistance with their interpretation, and a set of Good Practice Guides has been developed to assist 
with their implementation. 
Without ADR as a mandatory subject, a law school cannot meaningfully establish its compliance 
with all of the TLOs. Dispute resolution subjects are particularly well-placed, for example, to teach 
and assess students’ communication, collaboration, and self-management skills. Dispute resolution 
knowledge is vitally important for contemporary legal practice, and dispute resolution subjects can 
also be positive sites for the development of research skills, as well as a student’s sense of ethical and 
professional responsibility.  
When the TLOs were developed, it was envisaged that TLO 3, concerning thinking skills, would 
require law schools to harness the potential of dispute resolution subjects in the law degree. TLO 3 
states that: 
Graduates of the Bachelor of Laws will be able to: (a) identify and articulate legal issues, (b) 
apply legal reasoning and research to generate appropriate responses to legal issues, (c) 
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engage in critical analysis and make a reasoned choice amongst alternatives, and (d) think 
creatively in approaching legal issues and generating appropriate responses. 
The Explanatory Notes state that part (d) of the TLO requires “graduates to be familiar with a 
range of alternative dispute resolution processes, such as negotiation and mediation. Graduates should 
be able to appreciate the benefits of alternative and non-adversarial approaches, as well as formal 
adversarial approaches, and be able to use that appreciation to generate tailored responses to a legal 
issue”. 
In 2011, some consideration was given to whether the TLOs might in fact replace the Priestley 11 
and form the new required areas of knowledge and skill that law graduates must attain to be eligible 
for admission to legal practice. That idea was not endorsed by the Law Admissions Consultative 
Committee at the time, and for now the TLOs sit alongside the Priestley 11 core subjects as a guiding 
instrument for law school curricula. Nevertheless, the TLOs have become an important standards 
instrument for the provision of legal education in Australia. They “are likely to form an important 
component in the Australian Government’s Higher Education Quality and Regulatory Framework”,23 
acting as a benchmark for the new regulator, the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency, 
when assessing whether law schools are meeting appropriate educational standards. Law schools 
should therefore give serious consideration to compulsory ADR instruction as a strategy for satisfying 
the requirements of the TLOs. 
(8) ADR INSTRUCTION CAN HELP STUDENTS TO DEVELOP A POSITIVE 
PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY 
All law students should study dispute resolution at law school because dispute resolution subjects can 
be instrumental in the development of a positive (legal) professional identity.  Law students must ask 
themselves: “What sort of lawyer do I want to become?” and “How am I going to be a lawyer?” To 
answer these questions students must balance out a “constellation of beliefs, values, and motives”.24 
Some students may value the adversarial advocacy role of the barrister, others may identify with a 
practitioner’s obligation to uphold the rule of law. Some may see themselves as the facilitator of 




ADR instruction can help to promote a positive professional identity for law students because it 
exposes them to a broader (and arguably more humane) picture as to what it means to be, and 
practice, as a lawyer. ADR’s focus on consensus building, collaboration and mutually beneficial 
outcomes can provide comfort to those students who do not identify with the zero-sum, adversarial 
nature of litigation. These students can mentally extrapolate forward and envisage modes of legal 
practice that are consonant with the value they place upon relationships, emotions and the human 
narrative of conflict. This less adversarial conflict orientation is not for everyone, but such students 
should not be marginalised by a narrow paradigm of legal education. 
What legal educators do not want to do is limit the possibilities available to law students when 
they conceive of their future legal (or non-legal) role by failing to expose them to ADR subjects. If 
one accepts that (at best) the public has mixed perceptions of legal practitioners, than we must utilise 
the legal curriculum to buttress a law student’s emerging sense of professional identity. 
As Floyd has argued, the adversarial paradigm of law school ultimately asks many students to 
compartmentalise their personal and professional identities. That is, they are forced to separate what 
they perceive as the required professional adversarial advocate role from the personal values that they 
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Science Quarterly 764 at 764-765. 
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bring with them to law school. The unfortunate consequence is that law students “may be able to 
solve problems in their own lives with the fullness of emotional, moral, and analytical judgment, but 
they bring only the latter to bear when helping clients to solve their legal problems”.26 This not only 
leads to incomplete legal problem-solving, but also a re-orientation away from the people-focused 
ideals that bring many students to law school in the first place. Dispute resolution subjects stress the 
importance of non-legal factors to the resolution of legal disputes. Adversarial advocacy is identified 
as an important and sometimes necessary part of the lawyer identity, but so too is the notion of law as 
a “helping profession”, a profession that assists people in dispute or conflict to manage or resolve 
their issues.
27
 This is engaging and empowering.
28
 Indeed, as far back as 2007, the United States 
Carnegie Report highlighted the potential for dispute resolution subjects to engage students with 
notions of “professional identity, responsibility, and conduct”.29 
The legal profession is big enough to accommodate the thinkers, the feelers, the fighters, the 
pessimists and the optimists. To thrive, it needs all of those personality types. ADR instruction in the 
law degree will certainly resonate with some of these personality types, and sends a message to these 
students that there is a place in the legal profession for them. Legal education should aspire to this 
inclusive goal. No student should leave law school without a good understanding of dispute resolution 
theory and skills, or without an appreciation for non-adversarial orientations to legal practice. As 
Professors Weisbrot and Kift have long argued, these are elements of legal knowledge and skill that 
should be part of every contemporary lawyer’s repertoire, and they should be an integral part of every 
law school’s curriculum.30  
(9) NADRAC SUPPORTS THE MANDATORY INCLUSION OF ADR IN THE LAW 
CURRICULUM AND LAW SCHOOLS SHOULD SUPPORT THE GOALS OF NADRAC 
In 2009, the National Alternative Dispute Resolution Advisory Council (NADRAC)
31
 made its first 
call for the stronger integration of ADR in legal education.
32
 This was in response to a call from the 
then Federal Attorney-General Robert McClelland, who sought to make greater use of ADR to 
overcome barriers to justice within the court system.
33
 With respect to legal education, the report 
stated: 
NADRAC is of the view that more professional development is needed. NADRAC believes 
that better training at universities is required and that ADR must be elevated from a mere 
adjunct to civil procedure or litigation subjects to being taught as a full course. An ADR 
course should be a compulsory core subject that is a prerequisite for admission.34 
 
26 Hurst Floyd D, “Lost Opportunity: Legal Education and the Development of Professional Identity” (2007) 30 Hamline Law 
Review 555 at 555, 558. 
27 Field and Duffy, n 11 at 148. 
28 Howieson, n 20. 
29 Sullivan WL et al, Educating Lawyers: Preparation for the Profession of Law (Jossey-Bass, 2007) p 114. 
30 Weisbrot D, “What Lawyers Need to Know, What Lawyers Need to be Able to Do: An Australian Experience” (2002) 1 
Journal of the Association of Legal Writing Directors 21; Kift S, “Lawyering Skills Finding their Place in Legal Education” 
(1997) 8 Legal Education Review 43; Kift S, “21st Century Climate for Change: Curriculum Design for Quality Learning 
Engagement in Law” (2008) 18 Legal Education Review 1. 
31 In November 2013, the new federal government decided to close NADRAC as part of a decision to “streamline” the business 
of government. Various ADR professionals have called upon the government to reverse its decision and re-open NADRAC. 
32 NADRAC, The Resolve to Resolve: Embracing ADR to Improve Access to Justice in the Federal Jurisdiction (September 
2009) p 62. A similar call was also made in 2009 by the Victorian Law Reform Committee, Alternative Dispute Resolution and 
Restorative Justice, 2009, Recommendation 38: “[F]uture lawyers (should) receive education about ADR, including its 
philosophy, aims, benefits, potential outcomes, processes, ADR service providers and the skills required for practice.” In 2010, 
the then Attorney-General of New South Wales, John Hatzistergos, wrote to Australian law schools calling on them to “foster a 
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33 See NADRAC, n 32, p ix. 
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Two specific recommendations relating to ADR instruction in the legal curriculum were included in 
the report: 
Recommendation 4.3 
The Attorney-General write to the Council of Chief Justices, the Law Council of Australia 
and state/territory legal professional bodies urging that admission, practising certificate and 
continuing legal education requirements for lawyers include dispute resolution skills and 
knowledge. 
Recommendation 4.4 
The Attorney-General and the Minister for Education write to the Vice-Chancellors of 
Australian universities urging that knowledge of ADR and negotiation skills be a part of all 
undergraduate courses whose graduates may be regularly required to manage conflict, in 
particular, law, business, commerce, psychology, education, health and social welfare. 
Despite the strength and unequivocal nature of these recommendations, at present only eight law 
schools in Australia have a stand-alone mandatory dispute resolution subject. Sixteen law schools 
integrate ADR instruction into mandatory subjects (in some small way) in either their undergraduate 
or JD degrees. 
NADRAC needs help to achieve its goals, and if the legal community believes those goals to be 
worthwhile, than the legal academy has a responsibility to act in ways that promote achievement of 
those goals. NADRAC provides policy advice to the federal Attorney-General on the development of 
ADR, raising the profile of ADR and promoting the use of ADR. For practical policy reasons, the 
Commonwealth government needs an accessible and sophisticated level of ADR service in this 
country. Congestion in the court system and the expense of formal litigation proceedings, means that 
this system of justice is not a viable option for many Australians. Increased and more affordable 
access to justice is a worthy policy aim and one that can be achieved through the development of a 
dispute resolution culture in Australia. Indeed, in late 2011, the Attorney-General tasked NADRAC 
with promoting a dispute resolution culture in Australia.
35
 In the legal context, the Attorney-General 
highlighted the importance of promoting ADR education for law students and lawyers. If one accepts 
that a dispute resolution culture in Australia is a worthwhile policy aim, and that law schools are well-
placed to promote this culture at a grass-roots level, then Australian law schools should make ADR 
subjects compulsory for law students, so that they might strengthen this culture into the future. 
The extent to which Australian law schools recognise their agency in regards to a dispute 
resolution culture remains to be seen. A recently released NADRAC survey shows that 19 Australian 
law schools plan to increase ADR skills based training in the next five years.
36
 This is certainly a 
positive sign. However, anything less than a stand-alone mandatory dispute resolution subject in a 
law school’s curriculum does not provide the support to NADRAC that it needs to genuinely bring 
about cultural change in the legal profession. 
(10) LAW STUDENTS ARE DEMANDING DISPUTE RESOLUTION SKILLS AND 
KNOWLEDGE 
The previous nine arguments as to why dispute resolution should be a compulsory subject in the law 
degree have not specifically considered the perspective of law students themselves. Nor have they 
considered what students might value, or be asking for, in the law curriculum. In this section, it is 
argued that the student perspective provides another strong argument for the inclusion of dispute 
resolution skills and knowledge via a compulsory subject in the law curriculum. To make it clear, the 
authors are not suggesting that the law curriculum should be driven simply by student demand. Legal 
academics should, however, be concerned with providing knowledge and skills that students will 
value because they see them as relevant for their future professional practice. Such content and skills 
will motivate student learning because they are authentic and engaging. Law students often have a 
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very strong sense of the skills they will require to be competitive in the fluid, increasingly 
international, legal marketplace. At Queensland University of Technology Law School, the ADR 
subject LWB150 – Lawyering and Dispute Resolution has had the highest student enrollment for any 
elective subject in all three years since it was introduced. Consistent anecdotal feedback and formal 




“This subject is realistic and useful for real world practice and it has put the rest of my law 
studies into context.” 
“This subject clearly demonstrated that the skills we have learnt are relevant for future 
practice in law. This has provided me with more motivation to succeed.” 
“Thank you for facilitating this subject because it has been so insightful. It's really inspiring 
to learn about such essential aspects of lawyering that don't typically feature throughout the 
mainstream legal education pathway.”  
“I just wanted to tell you how refreshed I feel after hearing such a humanistic view on the 
legal profession in this subject. I feel positive about the future and am comforted that 
although I'm not a ‘traditional’ law student it will be okay and there is still a place for me in 
the profession!” 
“This subject has filled a substantial gap in my law studies. It has really opened my eyes to 
the nature of the profession and what lawyers actually do.” 
Some students have even suggested themselves that dispute resolution should be part of the core 
curriculum: 
“It was great to learn about the practicalities of lawyering that will benefit me in the future. I 
think that this subject should be a core subject in the law degree.” 
“The real world relevance of this subject was definitely the best aspect of it. It was so good to 
undertake a law subject with a different emphasis to purely litigation - providing new insight 
into the practice of law. It should be compulsory for all students.” 
“This subject provides students with key skills for future practice. It should be a core subject 
rather than an elective as it is so important in terms of the information it provides students.” 
These brief examples of the student voice demonstrate a strong appreciation on the part of students of 
the benefit of learning dispute resolution skills and knowledge at law school. In August 2012, Jeremy 
Gormly SC (chair of NADRAC) was quoted in the Lawyers’ Weekly as saying that “student demand 
for ADR is outstripping supply” and that “graduates are more attuned to ADR’s benefits in terms of 
improved productivity, cost savings and the preservation of working relationships”. 38  With 36 
Australian universities now offering a law degree, meeting student needs and demands will prove 
important to attracting and retaining students in an increasingly competitive legal education market. 
Universities that meet student demand for dispute resolution skills and knowledge will have an 
advantage in this environment. 
CONCLUSION 
This article has put forward 10 strong arguments as to why ADR should be a compulsory subject in 
the law degree. Some of these arguments are aspirational, focusing on how ADR instruction can 
inform the future practice of law, and increase the well-being and competence of today’s student and 
tomorrow’s legal practitioner. Other arguments are strictly practical, and highlight why a law degree 
without a compulsory ADR subject fundamentally fails to prepare law students for future legal 
practice. Any one of these 10 arguments by themselves is enough to justify the mandatory inclusion 
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proposing to make dispute resolution a compulsory first-year subject. These comments have been taken from a range of sources 
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central Learning and Teaching Unit of QUT. 
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of an ADR subject in the legal curriculum. When taken together, there is no sensible counter-
argument that measures up against the combined weight of these points. This is not to say that 
compulsory ADR instruction is without difficulty for law faculties across the country. The skills 
workshops, role plays and communication exercises that are fundamental to ADR instruction have 
significant labour and cost implications. For some law schools, this economic rationale will continue 
to guide their curriculum, regardless of the consequences. 
The place of ADR in the undergraduate curriculum is ripe for continued research. For those who 
accept these arguments, there is huge scope to add to them, and the authors look forward to others 
presenting arguments 11 to 20 (and beyond). It is just as important that the non-believers commit their 
thoughts to print and explain why ADR should not be a compulsory stand alone subject in the law 
degree. 
For the 19 Australian law schools who are planning to increase ADR skills based training in the 
future, it remains to be seen how this goal will be realised. Increasing the amount of ADR electives 
available to students is a good idea, but it will still mean that some students graduate without 
exposure to ADR. Integrating ADR instruction into litigation or civil procedure subjects is also a 
valuable idea, but it is impossible to provide a genuine treatment of ADR principles and practice in a 
shared subject. As a minimum requirement, every law school in Australia should make ADR a 
compulsory, stand alone course in its law degree. 
